Application of Parallel Co-ordinate System to Visualize Multivariate Data Sets
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Abstract — The huge amount of multidimensional data everyday becomes bigger and more complex. For these reasons, data analysis of multivariate data becomes very difficult. In this paper, we present a visualization technique for multidimensional data sets named Parallel Coordinates as a technique for exploratory data analysis. The paper describes the technique and its applications. To accumulate large, multivariate data sets has far exceeded the ability to effectively process them in search of patterns, anomalies, and other features. Generally the conventional multivariate visualization techniques do not scale well with respect to the size of the data set. A multivariate data set consists of a collection of N-tuples, where each entry of an N-tuple is an ordinal value corresponding to an independent or dependent variable. Several methods have been proposed to display multivariate data. They can be categorized as (a) Axis reconfiguration techniques (such as parallel coordinates), (b) Dimensional embedding techniques (such as dimensional stacking), (c) Dimensional subsetting (such as scatterplots), (d) Dimensional reduction techniques (such as principal component analysis). In the present paper the authors focus on how the interactive visualization of large multivariate data sets can be done using parallel coordinates display technique. How parallel coordinates can be used to display multivariate dataset is also shown here using xdat version 2.1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Researchers require more and more efficient ways to analyse and interpret large amount of information, as large multivariate datasets become increasingly common. The visualization methods are very efficient when displaying multidimensional and multivariate datasets. The multivariate dataset is an N-dimensional set E with elements described by ei = (x1i, x2i, ..., xni). Each observation xi, is usually independent of the other observations and, observations, in nature, may be discrete or continuous, or may take nominal values. Several techniques have been proposed for multivariate data representation. They include axes reconfiguration techniques (such as Parallel Coordinates and glyphs); dimensional embedding techniques (such as dimensional stacking and worlds within worlds); dimensional subsetting (such as scatter-plots) and dimensional reduction techniques (such as multidimensional scaling, self organizing maps and principal component analysis). In this paper we describe the multidimensional visualization technique called Parallel Coordinates. The idea for this technique comes from multidimensional geometry, which frustrates researchers by the absence of visualization. The question was “How to see geometry without the benefit of the picture?” The 2D or 3D Descartes coordinate systems couldn’t solve the multidimensional problems. Prof. Alfred Inselberg proposed the use of a multidimensional coordinate system based on Parallel Coordinates. Researchers have been working on improving this technique for better data investigation and easier user-friendly interaction by adding data clustering [3], brushing [1; 8], etc. With these improvements, Parallel Coordinates becomes very efficient technique for visualization relationships between designated neighbouring dimensions. By using parallel axes for dimensions, the parallel coordinate techniques can represent N-dimensional data in a 2-dimensional space. Parallel coordinates can be considered as special node link diagrams, in which the nodes are on the parallel axes and the edges are those poly-lines linking the nodes on two neighbouring axes. The visual presentation and examination of large data sets from the physical and natural sciences often require the integration of terabyte or gigabyte distributed scientific databases. Genetic algorithms, radar range images, materials simulations, and atmospheric and oceanographic measurements generate large multidimensional multivariate data sets. The varied data come with different data geometries, sampling rates, and error characteristics. The display and interpretation of the data sets employ statistical analyses and other techniques in conjunction with visualization. Information visualization also includes visualizing information retrieved from large document collections (such as digital libraries), the World Wide Web, and text databases. This information is completely abstract, so the data must be mapped into a physical space representing the relationships contained in the information as accurately and efficiently as possible. An individual parallel coordinate axis represents a 1D projection of the data set. Thus, separation between or among sets of data on one axis represents a view of the data of isolated clusters.

II. APPLICATION OF PARALLEL CO-ORDINATES

The multivariate dataset is an N-dimensional set E with elements described by ei = (x1i, x2i, ..., xni). Each observation xi, is usually independent of the other observations and, observations, in nature, may be discrete or continuous, or may take nominal values. Several techniques have been proposed for multivariate data representation. In this paper we describe the multidimensional visualization technique called Parallel Coordinates.
The idea for this technique comes from multi-dimensional geometry. The 2D or 3D Descartes coordinate systems couldn’t solve the multidimensional problems. Inserberg proposed the use of a multidimensional coordinate system based on Parallel Coordinates. N copies of the real line R (labeled x₁, x₂, ..., xₙ) are placed equidistant and perpendicular to the X-axis (Figure 1). They correspond to the axes of parallel Coordinates system that represents the N-dimensional space [1]. All axes have the same positive orientation as the y-axis. The complete polygonal line C={C₁, C₂, … , Cₙ} is represented by the segments between the axes. In this way, a 1-1 correspondence is established between points in the plane and planar polygonal lines in Parallel coordinate system. This is the efficient way to place a large number of axes and to visualize the multivariate relations. In the early 90's, Parallel Coordinates was used as a two-dimensional technique for multidimensional data sets representation [2]. The technique has been enhanced during the next few years. Researchers have been working on improving this technique for better data investigation and easier user-friendly interaction by adding data clustering [], brushing [], etc. With these improvements, Parallel Coordinates becomes very efficient technique for visualization relationships between designated neighbouring dimensions.

Figure 1. Representation of a lineC in parallel coordinate system C= {C₁, C₂, C₃, C₄, C₅}

Parallel coordinates can be used to show multidimensional points that reside at the same poly line which intersect at specific points between the vertical axes. It is very useful in preventing collisions such those in the air traffic and anytime where positive or negative correlations can be assumed. The first and more widespread application of Parallel Coordinates is Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) for discovering of data subset relations. If the dataset have M items the subsets may be one of the 2^M. Our eyes can discriminate in a good data representation and navigate the discovery process. Good representation of datasets with M variables should preserve information and give good results for M rather any number of variables. Parallel coordinates transform multivariate relations into 2D patterns. These patterns are suitable for analysis and data exploration-searching for a clue in many dimensions. Even there are usually developed specialized queries to find patterns, they still could not handle all encountered situations. The requirement for successful exploratory data analysis needs to have an informative representation without loss of data, good choice of queries and skillful interaction with the display. The Parallel Coordinates technique can be considered as a generalization of two-dimensional Cartesian technique. The axes in Parallel Coordinates are drawn parallel to each other. We can draw as many axes as we want, so we can represent the points of dimensionality larger than three. Instead of using a “dot” to represent the location, a “line” is used to connect the coordinates of the point on the axes. In this way the points become lines. In Parallel Coordinates plots, the dual points are lines and the dual lines are points. A point in the Cartesian coordinates becomes a line in Parallel Coordinates. In general the point conic in Cartesian coordinates becomes a line conic in Parallel Coordinates. Also, the rotation in the Cartesian becomes Translation in Parallel Coordinates. Parallel Coordinates representations can provide statistical data interpretations. In the statistical setting, the following interpretations can be made: For highly negative correlated pairs, the dual line segments in Parallel Coordinates tend to cross near a single point between the two Parallel Coordinates axes. Parallel or almost parallel lines between axes indicate positive correlation between variables. In this way, most common objectives to this technique are to represent the dependency on the order to the axes to identify the relations between variables.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are only few notable software publicly available to convert databases into parallel coordinates graphics. Notable software are ELKI, GGobi, Macrofocus High-D, Mondrian, and ROOT. Libraries include Protovis.js, D3.js provide basic examples, while more complex examples are also available. D3.Parcoords.js (a D3-based library) and Macrofocus High-D API (a Java library) specifically dedicated to |coords graphic creation have also been published. We have used the software XDAT version 2.1 to generate the parallel coordinates from a dataset. It’s easy to generate parallel coordinate in xdat from a given table. We just insert the table from a notepad and the parallel coordinate will be generated from that. Figure 1 shows such a table where we put some random headings and generate a parallel coordinate from that.
In the above figure we have selected a tuple from the table and the red line in the graph is highlighting our selection. In the above figure the result of semesters in which total no of students appeared, students who got first class, and students who got 2nd class are represented. A particular year 2003 is selected which is highlighted using a red line.

To represent a large data set and showing a particular tuple from the table is done using this software. But the problem with large data set is the graph become so congested that any data retrieval is quite difficult from there. To overcome this problem BRUSHING is applied to the graph representation.
IV. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The main advantage of parallel coordinates technique is that the number of data dimensions is restricted only by the horizontal resolution of the screen, but as the axes get closer it may become more difficult to perceive structures or data relations. Another advantage is that the correlations between variables in the dataset can be spotted easily.

1. A reduction of the amount of useful information when the level of disorder is present in the visualization is one disadvantage of the technique. As for many visualization techniques, readability as well as efficiency of Parallel Coordinates plots suffer when large datasets are displayed. Novotny [Nov04] names three major problems which high density displays like Parallel Coordinates confronted with:

- A loss of speed and interaction that is noticeable when displays become more populated
- Occlusion may happen, means that two or more visual elements overlap, making it impossible to recognize single items.
- Having high density displays, the viewer is confronted with aggregation in a way that objects are drawn over each other. The actual number of objects then cannot be perceived any more.

2. In parallel coordinates, each axis can have at most two neighboring axes (one on the left, and one on the right). For a d-dimensional data set, at most d-1 relationships can be shown at a time. In time series visualization, there exists a natural predecessor and successor; therefore in this special case, there exists a preferred arrangement. However when the axes do not have a unique order, finding a good axis arrangement requires the use of heuristics and experimentation. In order to explore more complex relationships, axes must be reordered.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The effective exploratory data analysis of great volume of multidimensional data demands some specific data visualization techniques for analysing a complex and huge databases. Because of the possibility to pose many axes in 2-D surface and some interactive technique, Parallel Coordinate is a very useful technique for exploratory data analysis. In the present paper the authors have mainly described the working principle of parallel coordinate. The generation of parallel coordinate is done using the software XDAT version 2.0. But the generation of parallel co-ordinates and the retrieval of data elements from the chart can be done in an efficient way using MATLAB. The authors are presently working in presenting the parallel coordinates using MATLAB.
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